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W hen we are under stress or confronting failure, every

one  invariably expects the comfort and support of others,

or blames it on one’s poor luck or outside factors.  Indeed, at time

of failure or distress, we all need emotional out and psychologi-

cal support and comfort, and it is conceivably difficult for most

people to heed to the advice that trail and error remains the very

foundation of ultimate success.  Yet to get to the bottom of it, a

most crucial and determining turn in the journal called life lies in

how best to make the transition, for after all in an individual’s

passage of life, it would not be possible to have smooth sailing all

the way.  And the ultimate determinant of success and failure

rests on how one confronts distress and failure.

While recalling a recently received email titled “ocean of

milk” , regarding a childhood story of an American drug inventor,

who has accidentally spilled an entire milk carton and gone into

hiding for the scary incident, to which the mother merely says to

the child, “I have never seen such magnificent sea of milk. How

pretty it is!”  Not only does the mother instantly releases the child’s

unease, but she also invites the child to clean up the spill, and

teaches the child how to handle milk without spilling by filling

the milk carton with water.  Upon perusing the story, I am moved

as a parent that I might have scorned my child right then and

there, and would less likely be inviting my child to clean up the

spill, nor teach him how to avoid future spillage.
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Though a brief story, it is nevertheless a rather inspiring

anecdote.  I rather admire the wits of the mother in the story,

where she has not acted as I would to wipe the spilled milk, but

rather asks her child to clean up and assume responsibility to-

gether in eradicating the mistake that the child did, an experience

that allows the child to be responsible for himself, notwithstand-

ing her wits in teaching her child to reload the milk can to avoid

future recurrence.  Exactly because of so, the child has had his

confidence and faith rebuilt to want to try and experiment, which

made it not a surprise how the child eventually became a drug

inventor.  Imaging that a successfully R&D of a new drug is built

upon thousands of trial and error, any setback that stalled the

experiment would render it impossible to enjoy the fruit of labor

at the end.

Coming back to real life, when fate

challenges us, will we be content

to be defeated?  Or fight

head on with all our

plights?  As a major-

i t y  o f  p e o p l e

would probably

r e s p o n d  t h e

s a m e  w a y  I

would by hesitat-

ing slightly, we

nevertheless know

ful l  on  tha t  there

would not be process

without challenges.  And we are

also fully aware that we harvest from what

we have planted.  Yet the ability to persevere like how a spider

weaves the spider web remains a rare virtue, just as how a spider

aims to surpass itself and overcome obstacles through repetitious

mending and patching, and eventually reaching its goal through

many trial and error.  In the lifetime challenges,  one is often de-

terred from moving forward because of probable setback or failure,

thinking that one did not have enough guts.  The fact remains

that there is nothing to be fearful of, and true courage does lie in

those who are courageous enough to brace forward despite feel-

ing fearful within.  Essentially, fearfulness translates to one’s cour-

age and the energy that motivates him to face up to the challenge

of life as the only path to go down.  Just like Dalai Lama has once

said, “There is no use worrying out things not yet happened, just

as there is no need to worry for things that will never happen”.

As friends often elaborated on their desire to want a colorful,

legendary and enriching life, yet few seldom care to examine the
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challenges, difficulties and setbacks that lie behind a colorful,

legendary and enriching existence, much like how the venture

of a small boat in the ocean would be deprived of the

excitement, superlative and legendary story of fighting the tow-

ering waters and breaking the great white waves.  Which illus-

trates how one’s objective and perceive existence are insepara-

bly tied to how one interpret one’s role in life and the language

used, while thoughts and attitudes would continue to affect

one’s future.  Just like the mother in the foresaid story, her

positive thinking mode and a liberal approach in teaching her

child handling the incident has turned a mistake of spilling

milk into a profound philosophical take.

When confronting a client’s emotional outburst at times of

failure and setback, the psychologist says, “When a mistake has

already happened, it wouldn’t do any good however mad you

are.”  Just like the Mom in the ocean of milk story, suppose she

chooses to get mad, which would only drive her kid to be more

afraid and fearful, while anger could only lead to more mistakes.

Hence, when faced with mistakes, a prudent approach is to face

up to it and assume the consequences, rather than getting hys-

terical or pulling a hysterical tantrum that not only irritates people

but also sets one deeper in trouble.

So next time when failure or setback hits, you can still find

your emotional outlet, and be saddened by it, or whine for be-

ing down on your luck, yet be sure that you give yourself one

more chance to face up to the difficulty and  learn from it, which

would, no doubt, enrich your life with joy and growth.




